
 

 
 
 

HAUC(UK) 

Notes of Meeting 

 Wednesday 9th September 2020 

In Attendance: 

David Capon CEO JAG(UK) - Joint Chair HAUC(UK) 

Clive Bairsto CEO SWUK -Joint Chair HAUC(UK) 

Ben Beachell Welsh Government 

Mike Young Welsh HAUC 

Stephen Daly Welsh HAUC and Chair, CSS JAG Wales 

Angus Carmichael Scottish Road Works Commissioner 

Jane Dunlop Office of Scottish Road Works Commissioner 

Kat Quane Scottish Government 

Martin Polland Co Chair RAUC Scotland 

Jim Forbes Co Chair RAUC Scotland 

Sally Kendall Department for Transport 

David Latham Joint Chair HAUC England 

Phil Cameron Chair JAG(UK) 



Robert Hudleston Joint Chair Training and Accreditation WP 

Rob James Network Rail 

Nigel Myers Co Chair Inspections WP 

Samantha Brothwell Co Chair Coordination WP 

Apologies 

Jerry McConkey JAG(UK) – Chair HAUC App Group 

Barry McMillen NIRAUC 

Alan Rainford Co Chair SROH WP 

Colin Rivett Co Chair SROH WP 

Tony Pegrum Co Chair Inspections WP 

Peter Loft Co Chair HAUC England 

Sarah Widdows Vice Chair JAG(UK) 

 

Introduction 

DC chaired the meeting and welcomed everyone to this meeting via MS Teams. 

1. Accuracy and matters arising from previous meeting minutes 

Minutes were agreed. Nigel Myers was welcomed as the new Co Chair of the Inspections 
WP. 
Actions 
ACTION 2.1: Future agenda to include who is talking to corresponding subject. Complete 
ACTION 2.2: DL and PL to invite Myles Smith to the next meeting of the Lane Rental 
Forum. Complete 
ACTION 5.1: RH to contact AO’s on six monthly basis to ensure digital handover of 
modules is on track for March 2021. Complete 
ACTION 8.1: Add Climate change as a standing item to future agenda. Complete 
Action 9.1: Future HAUC(UK) meetings to take place via Zoom, with the meeting before 
the HAUC(UK) Convention to take place in person. Complete 



ACTION 10.1: CB to circulate presentation and copy in David Capon so all local authorities 
can respond to David to give their views. This will help inform the feedback to Geomatikk. 
Complete 
ACTION 10.2: Note Martin Polland’s updated email address. Complete 
ACTION 10.3: Note that Jim Forbes will be taking over from Alex Rae as utility 
representative from RAUC Scotland. Complete 
 
 

2. Covid-19  

Bulletins update, report on progress and issues. 

The focus has been dealing with the changing nature of the highway use and the 
proliferation of temporary measures to try and encourage walking and cycling. There have 
been some schemes which appear rushed and are causing utility access issues. All nations 
communications on the issue during lockdown and subsequent recovery have been 
welcomed by the industry. 

Resilience 

DC introduced this item, reviewing what we did and communicate the learning would seem 
to be a good thing to do. 

CB felt we should take a view on the pockets of “frustration” such as service organisation, IT 
provision, material supplies. NM talked about for those working on site the public concerns 
were at times difficult to manage. Messaging in these situations is crucial. 

SD felt that different messages from different nations was difficult to manage, especially in 
areas where authorities form the borders.  

SK felt it was timely for the group set up to deal with Covid issues to reconvene as the signs 
are that we are heading for a second wave of the pandemic. 

Action Sally to reconvene the Covid Group. 
 
Action HAUC(UK) to consider Resilience of service provision and look at what lessons we 
can learn and communicate that learning to the industry. 

 
 

 
3. Key National Government HAUC & RAUC priorities  
 
England  
 
SK gave an update on street manager. The move to SM has had its challenges but the 
transition went well, those on UI seem to have had less issues than those using the API 
route. Three task and finish working groups set up to look at, Permits and section 58, 



Coordination, and the Inspections process. These are areas which have come into focus 
because of discussions within government around Fibre to the home’s projects. 
Continuing with the work on TRO’s, TTRO’s. Research report published and further work will 
commence early 2021. 
DL gave an update from HAUC England.  
 
Permits (England)…  
Operational Guidance – HAUC (England) Guidance for the Operation of Permit Schemes has been 
refreshed (4/09/20) to take Street Manager into account and is now an appendix to the Coordination 
CoP. Assistance continues to be offered by HAUC England JAG/SWUK and regions to assist where 
needed.  
 
Regional HAUC referrals to HAUC-England. No referrals this quarter but a few enquiries resolved. Covid 
Bulletins have been well received.  
Lane Rental. The DfT guidance and controls for new schemes has been published, HAUC England 
established a lane rental forum along similar lines as the Permit forum. The inaugural and subsequent 
first full meetings have now taken place. The group is working to produce guidance on developing and 
operating LR schemes.  
HAUC England has prepared and shared a statement jointly with SWUK JAGUK and DfT asking for 
constructive working together during the transition to Street Manager. This will be applied from July 
due to deferred start date.  
Inspections CoP and Notices & Co-ordination etc. CoP’s – The Coordination working group has now 
presented the HAUC England edition to Peter and David as Joint chairs, subsequently the document has 
been signed off and released on Friday 4 September along with the SM version of the Permit Scheme 
operational guidance. The Inspections working group is about to restart following some workshops 
promoted by DfT to establish a focus on the remaining work to be done. See group reports for detail. 
Further updates likely before DfT make statutory as second phase of regulation modifications takes 
place and SM develops. DfT will consult on these.  
SROH. This is now published pending coming into full force.  
HAUC (England) Plans across 2020. are responding to the change timetable across the year which is 
both busy and detailed. In addition, we have been busy providing advice around how to work within 
Covid-19 restrictions, this advice has been well received. We are fully engaged with the three strands of 
DfT’s workshops covering fibre issues, legislation, and inspections taking place late summer and 
autumn.  
 
 
Northern Ireland  

 

Priority for NI is a review of street works management, role of permits, Inspections etc. BM 
requested any data on how inspections charges were constructed in England.  

Action. DC undertook to search for the data which was held by Ian David before his 
retirement.  

NIRANS upgrade trial version is out in terms of the Symology system like that used in 
Scotland.  

Internal audit, their report has questioned the level of fees charged, are they high enough? 
This has led to the question of a fee review as mentioned above.  



Coring programme delayed by Covid 19  

 

 

Scotland  

KQ gave an update. 

COVID-19 Impact 
The approach to local lockdowns in Scotland has been informed by track and trace 
information on the source of the issue. if construction, which is part of the grouping road 
works falls into, is identified as a source information will be shared as it has been, through 
the support of the SRWC. There are no new announcements or guidance  currently planned. 
We remain prepared to roll back to earlier phases of the route map nationally should it be 
required.  
As part of our general transport update we have asked RAUC(S) members to avoid within 
their own organisation car/vehicle sharing to either attend site, or to gather for breaks. 
Where vehicle sharing is unavoidable, we ask that a risk assessment be carried out and 
appropriate mitigation measures be put in place.  
We have also asked that where individuals at increased risk cannot work from home, they 
should be offered the option of the safest available on-site roles, enabling them to maintain 
physical distancing. Similarly, workplace activities should be carefully assessed to identify if 
they involve an unacceptable level of risk 
Transport Scotland Act  
The commencement and supporting legislation for the Transport (Scotland) Act 2019 has 
been delayed due primarily to impact of COVID-19 on parliamentary time. Coupled with the 
pending May 2021 Scottish Parliament election (6 May 2021) and other UK wide changes 
occurring in 2021 there may yet be further delays. The plan at present is to restart this work 
in April 2021, if possible 
The commencement of the Act is still a priority for Transport Scotland, and we would seek 
to reassure the roadworks community that we will return to this work as soon as we are 
able, transparently, and openly.  
MP gave a RAUC’s update 
Following the end of his successful five year fixed term as SRWC,  during which the 
performance of both utility firms and roads authorities have improved to their highest ever 
levels, we would like to wish Angus Carmichael a long and happy retirement. SROR is being 
reviewed managed by the commissioner’s office. SRWR introduced new system in July of 
this year this has gone well, there had been a few minor issues with the reporting part of 
the system, but these have been sorted now. 
KQ informed HAUC(UK) that the incoming SRWC will be Kevin Hamilton, currently of 
Glasgow City Council. 
 

Wales  
 
BB spoke about the current Covid pandemic has caused several initiatives to be put on hold. 
Things like the works management system, street manager or alternatives, changes to the 
regulations in terms of the new T and A rules etc have not progressed.  
SD reported works on the ground is back to pre Covid levels and there had been a great 
effort by authorities to allow and encourage more works during lockdown to take advantage 
of the quieter roads etc. 



 
 
5.HAUC(UK) Working Party Updates  

Communications Working Group Report  
PC gave an update, HAUC website a wireframe has been constructed and he was contacting 
the industry for volunteers to help in overseeing the build and content control etc. 
 
Training & Accreditation Working Group Report  
RH spoke about the effect Covid has had on the training and accreditation process, in effect 
halting any training for a few months. Training centres are now back open for business. 
Issues have been raised about the validity of some of the questions within the question 
bank and the group is meeting in October to review the problems and change, update, 
where necessary. RH reported that things are still on track for a full electronic process in 
March 2021. 
BB asked about whether there is a need to update the advice note and look to extend the 
amnesty for renewal of cards. 
Action RH to review advice and adjust as appropriate. 
 
SROH Working Group Report 
DC spoke updated the group, SROH 4 is out and so far, no issues have been reported but it is 
fair to say there appears to be a slow uptake in using the new code.DC also spoke about that 
there is still the issue of new and ongoing editions to the code and the ability to 
accommodate changes in material plant and equipment in a more fluid and efficient time 
frame. An original consideration was ability to make regular changes to the SROH CoP, 
rather than use HAUC Advice Note vehicle, or await periodic full revision. This is crucial if we 
are to drive innovation within the industry. 
Action SK said she would take this action away and look to set up a meeting to progress 
this. 
 
Performance Group 
PC gave an update. Julie Payne and himself have been working with various groups to try 
and come up with a common view on needs and has had an initial discussion with the street 
manager team to try and move this forward. PC and JP to draw up some firm proposals and 
put them to the industry 
Action PC and JP to progress the data needs with Street Manager Team and report back 
 
Safety Group  
PC gave an update. A review is underway but has been hampered by Covid 19 issues. SWUK 
survey of members, FAQ’s and thoughts from JAG(UK) have all been undertaken and 
received. TL has drafted a note on the way forward which will be completed this month. The 
changes in the use of the highway space in terms of cycling and pedestrian usage will be a 
central focus of the review. Its probably going to be completed back end of 2021. There is a 
need for the group to contact all the nations to ensure the update process connects with 
them and meets their needs. 
Action PC to contact representatives from the four nations to gain agreement on the 
subjects and framework for the review. 



 
Coordination Working Group  
SB reported the new code in England is out as a HAUC England guidance, there to support 
the introduction of street manager. SB thanked the WP for their efforts in getting the code 
reviewed and out to the community. Some appendices still need including but the feedback 
so far has been positive, and no big issues highlighted so far. 
 
Inspections 
NM gave an update. The group has been resurrected and have met recently to try and push 
things forward. Myles Smith has taken up the DfT role in working with the group. A plan 
with milestones has been sketched out and this will form the basis for the Inspections task 
group to meet with DfT. Inspections is one of the three areas the DfT have set up a task and 
finish group. 
 
HAUC(UK) Convention 
DC reported the group is meeting regularly and the next convention will be on the 20th May 
2021. We are exploring options in terms of the type of event and in essence we are 
designing options, whether it’s a normal convention at the emirates stadium in Manchester 
or a virtual event will be decided by where we are at with Covid but the group has decided 
what ever happens an event will take place on that date. 
 
6. HAUC(UK) Chairs Meeting 

CB updated the meeting on the HAUC(UK) Chairs meeting held on the 7th September 2020. 
It was a good catch up and draft minutes have been circulated to HAUC(UK) for them to gain 
an early view of the discussions held. We agreed a protocol for sign off for working group 
tasks completed. Looked at new and emerging subjects such as the climate change agenda 
and the HAUC(UK) vision. Next meeting has been set for 16th March 2021. 

 
7. HAUC(UK) Vision 

CB introduced this subject. Over the next five years, the working practices of the street and 
road works sector will evolve as we play our part in building an economy fit for the digital age. 
The nature of future infrastructure expansion means that we will need to be cognisant of new 
and emerging drivers that will impact our work. As we look ahead to building an infrastructure 
to support an economy fit for 2025 and beyond, we believe that our future work will be 
defined by: digitalisation; innovation; skills and workforce; collaboration; and environment 
and decarbonisation. CB has brought JAG(UK) into the mix and both parties have agreed that 
working together on this jointly sets the tone for the next five years and shows an element of 
strategic maturity. 
SK welcomed the vision and especially the SWUK and JAG(UK) strategic link. Questioned how 
we intended to demonstrate delivery and success or otherwise. CB felt it was important our 
behaviours and thought processes were important and this sets the framework for that. 
SWUK and JAG(UK) would each  have documents which set out how they intend to meet this 
vision and signals our collective ambition as to how we see this moving forward. 
 



 
8. HS2 

CB reported that SWUK had met with HS2 to establish a communications link and also to 
discuss some issues around diversionary works and the mechanics of dealing with this very 
complex and large undertaking. HS2 is a 15-year project and this is going to effect Utilities 
and Authorities. A second meeting has been agreed and CB will keep members of HAUC(UK) 
appraised of the discussions.  
DC highlighted that diversionary works is something that needs to be reviewed again as the 
document is no longer available in print format and has not really been reviewed since 
NRSWA 1991 came into being. HAUC(UK) agreed that a review should be undertaken as 

infrastructure build is key and the need to improve the process of diversions etc is 
significant. 

Action DC to write to the DfT and put forward the need for a review. 

9. Geomattik Survey 

CB reported that the survey had now closed and there had been an encouraging response 
from 91 colleagues across the industry. All sides of the sector had engaged with the survey 
and by the end of September the full impact of the survey should be known. A quick view of 
responses pointed to the location and accuracy of data was likely to feature heavily in the 

review. 

Action CB to keep HAUC(UK) informed of the outcomes of the survey. 

10. HAUC App 
 

DC updated the group on progress so far.App trial has been very successful with over 279 
users and 400 sessions. In terms of device usage 60% via desktop, 10% tablet and 30% 
mobile – of which, 45% IPhone ,  35% Samsung and 20% Windows. So, a good spread of 
applications. Strangely they had a number of users in Illinois USA. Working on a formal 
launch in October. Currently still developing additional scenarios and we have bought an 
additional 10 days of development time from Exergesis – this has been sanctioned by TfL LR  
Including the above additional development, we will have committed £75k 
This leaves a further £35k to spend on phase 2 which will concentrate of SROH/SROR 
We have advised TfL LR of our intentions regarding phase 2 and will provide them with the 
timeline and outcomes for the spend. 
We are looking to have phase 2 completed in March/April 2021 – this will tie in well with 
SROH 4th edition becoming law in May 2021 
Big thank you to Tom Lambert for all his expertise and commitment on the scenario 
development 

11. Systems Update 

Street Manager 



SK gave an update. As referenced earlier the system seems to be going well, over 500,000 
permits raised so far and the process of continuous improvement is also working well. API 
connectors seem to be experiencing more problems than those UI connectors. Issues 
around private streets has been raised and although there is no statutory requirement it 
was felt this would be valuable in terms of information only. DC said that JAG(UK) advice if 
an application was received was to refuse the permit but acknowledge the information 
element of the application and coordinate the activity, as necessary.  

CB asked about the governance group and whether the notion of bringing in fresh ideas and 
views on prioritisation was working and whether the right balance has been struck. SK felt it 
was too early in the process to determine that but she was very satisfied with how it was 

going. 

 

SRWR 

AC updated the group. Major upgrade on the 13th July, 87 organisations set up and 
configured to run with the new processes. 107,000 notices now live on the system. No 
major issues reported but some small problems around reporting identified and changes are 
being worked on. On line training ( E Learning ) has been introduced and is working well. 

NISRANS 

As set out above in the national update 

Wales 

EToN working ok a few batch rejection issues, Industry in Wales have been consulted about 
SM or EToN and how they would like to move forward. Responses were low in number.  

MY asked about the legality of EToN and how that was dealt with in England. SK confirmed 
EToN has been disapplied in England and was no longer a legal entity. 

 
 

12. Climate Change 

Climate change was agreed as a standard item for the agenda and this will become relevant 
as we move forward with the HAUC(UK) vision. It maybe we change the term to 
sustainability but all agreed this was right to keep it on the agenda. 

13. AOB 
 
There was none. 
 
14. Next meetings  
 



16th December 1.30 – 4.30pm Virtual meeting. 
 


